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1. Introduction 

Studying of nonpolynomial quantum field theories of the 
chiral type proves to be rather promising from the aspect 
of the use in description of concrete physical phenomena. 
Employing the superpropagator methods (SP method) has 
made it possible to get, within these theories, correct 
results allowing for· the loop-diagram contributions. The 
calculations for the low-energy pion scattering l-:I. and 
for the pion form factor in threshold region .J are in 
good agreement with experimental data. 

As further elaboration of the above approach, we con-
sider an attempt to describe the mass difference of 
various particles in the chiral-type interactions to be ra
ther intriguing.Along this line the mass difference between 
Kr. and Ks mesons is the most available for our consi
derations since the process defining this difference can 
be easily handled by the SP method. Indeed, as we shall 
see below, this. difference, t\ mKo , is mostly defined by 
the difference of the two superpropagators, one of them 
contains only even numbers of pions, and the other only 
odd numbers. These superpropagators can be calculated 
without difficulties, by allowing for nonpolynomial kaon
pion interaction at every vertex and making use of our 
method 5-. 

The next, second, section is devoted to examining the 
nonpolynomial Lagrangian of interaction of neutral kaons 
with pions, having nonlinearity in pion fields of the chiral 
type .• This Lagrangian is taken to correspond to the rule 
! ~Tl= 1/2. 
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The third section demonstrates a possible way to 
calculate the two-pion loop-diagram contribution to the_ -
neutral-kaon mass difference ~ mKo by the SP method 
and using the above-seggested Lagrangian. 

In the fourth section an estimate is made for relative 
contributions to ~ mKo from the loop diagrams with 
even and odd number of virtual pions. It is shown, in 
particular, that the three-pion diagram contribution is 
negligibly small as compared to that from the two-,pion 
diagram. 

And finally in the fifth section the linear diagram 
contribution to the neutral kaon mass difference is dis
cussed. 

2. The Chira~ Type Interaction Lagrangian 

Assuming the rule .l.1TL=-t being strictly fulfilled and 
supposing the interaction Lagrangian being without deriva
tives we arrive at the following form for K 11 interaction 
Lagrangian /6/ · 

Cc) ). ➔- p . . 
ot. (x =aU(r11/F

17
) a_ I.JI p + H.<;:., (1) 

where rr(x) are the pion fields, r is _the isotopic 
K+ -

matrix, '11 = ( _ ) are the kaon fields, F 
17 

= 92 MeV is 
Ko 

the pion-decay constant and U ( ?11-:j F17 ) is two x two 
matrix given by the chiral group. In particular, in the 
exponential parametrization it has the form * 

4 

. ➔➔ ➔➔( ) . 
1"17 1 . . 1"17 X 

U (--)=-== [exp(-1--)-l ]. 
exp F 2 F · 

11 V 11 

(2) 

* Any choice of Lagrangian 'different from (2) resuits · 
in necessary account of an possi~le reductions (contrac
tions of pion lines) in diagrams with any arbitrary number· 
of pion vertices, when constructing superpropagator. •· 
And only this . account will provide·- the physical result 
which will not depend on a choice of Lagrangian,_in 
accortiance with the general theorem by Haag-Ruelle /7/_ 
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From eqs. (1) and (2) one can easily derive for the inter
action Lagrangian of neutral kaons with pions the follow
ing expression 

Ccl 17°(x) s.inz 
.i.. 1 (x),,,a: IK 5(x)[cosz-l]+K1(x)- --h 

nt , F z 
17 (3) 

• ➔( 2 2 Z=y11 x) /F 17 , 

where 

Ks"' 
K - · Ko -K L - l 0 

',/2 

As is known /Bl, this Lagrangian reproduces, in Born 
approximation, the low-energy theorems of current algebra 
concerning the nonlepton decays of K -mesons into two 
and three pions. 

The coupling constant a can be found from the proba
bility of decay, K 5➔ 211, (w <211 > ) . As a result one can 
easily get -the following formula: 

(4) 
2 2 rr m K(2 F 77 ) 4 . (211 ) 

a = - · w 
3[1- 4m 2/m 2 '] ½ 

11 .K _ 
Now we can pass over the evaluation of the neutral

kaon mass differenc,e. 

3. The Mass Difference ~m=mK -m K 
L S 

The mass differen~e for KL and K5 meson~ . does 
exist just due to those distinct virtual states to which 
these mesons may pass in accordance with their different 
CP parity. Keeping this point, we can write for the mass 
difference; ~in , the following fo.rmlila - . -

- ,". .•, ' 

L\m=2 [f 5·'-fL ], (5) 

whE:re , f5 _ is the s~m of matrix_ eleme.r:its corresponding 
to an infinite set of diagrams drawn ·in Fig. 1 (on the· left); 
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and fL 
right}* 

the same for diagrams plotted in Fig. 1 (on the 
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The set of diagrams in Fig. 1 can be written, in terms 
of superpropagator, in the _very simple form (see F~g. 2): 

~:G] /J,- --af]Aj~-
Fig. 2 

Here on th_e left the superpropagator whtch consists of 
even n11mber of pions is drawn, and on the right th_e same. 
of odd number. _ . _ ·, . · . . . , · ·. ·_ 

"As in the momentum space for these ~uperpropagators 
finite expressions can be obtained (see our papers :i-5 ), 

then the mass _difference for··ne~tral kaons is immediately 

* . . . . ., . '" 
·. Here we do not consider· the linear d_iagram_. "'J'e 

shall discuss ·this· problem in the fifth section. · · · 

s, 
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defined,. too. In this section that part of superpropagator 
will be ·calculated which correspondsto the two-massive
pion loop. In the next section the total expression for both 
superpropagators will be found for the case of massless 
pions in virtue of ·their most simplicity. It will be shown 
there that all loop contributions to /lm, but the two-pion 
one, can be neglected . 

By the use of Lagrangian (3) for the quantity f s we 
get the following expression · 

i(2 77 / 0(
4

) (p:-p')f =-.£.<p. IJJcfx
1
d1'x

2
K

8
(x

I
)K

8
(x

2
)x 

S 2 I K , • . s 

· xT[·: (cosz(x 1 )-l):x·:(c05z(x 2 )-1J:]jpKs>,~ 

2 . 4 4 a 
= i(277) o (p-p')-

4
-a(p), 
mK 

where 

(6) 

( ) . ·r· d·1- iflX ~ 2n i 1 I i/t(x) ,2n (7) a p eel X C _ -- - -- , 
~ I (2n)! F 2 

t• ti·.... TT· 

A is the propagator of a free scalar particle. 
Since here· we are_ interested only in the part of super-· 

propagator connected with the two-pion diagram, we will 
consider, for simplicity (as in papers .:t--5 · · ) only two 
pions to be massive.All the other, massless, pions serve 
to regularize this cheif two-pion diagram (see ref. 151 ). 
As a· result for the- matrix element correspondfog to this 

. :, .• . . .1 

· diagTam we get 

f (2l = 3a2 

. s 4!11 (4TTF 2 )2 
where · k TT 

[J(rnk)+y], 
.. (8) 

.. •· I · m2 ½ . y -y.· . 17 . 17 2 
J(tr.k)=-rn -. -+-1-y; y=(l-:4 -. ) 

2 l+y 2_ ·-m2 
. K (9) 
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. 417F77 3 13 
y= fu--·--C +.-, 

m 2 12 17 

c is the .Euler constant ( c = 0.577) .. 
Inserting formulae (4) and (8) into eq. (5) we obtain 

for the two-pion diagram contribution to the mass diffe
rence the following expression 

(217) 
.Re tlm == 0,52w . (10) 

(217) 

This formula reproducel?, with rather good accuracy, 
the mass difference of KL and K8 mesons, known presently 
(see ref. 191 ). 

4. Contribution from Diagrams with Three and More Pion 
Lines 

To evaluate relative contributions to Am from dia
grams with two, three and more lines, we consider the 
more simple case of massless pions. In this case both 
superpropagators are calcu-lated explicitly and thequanti-' 
ties f s and f L are written in the form of rapidly conver
gent infinite series. 

For the quantity fs the following expression is found: 

f S = . a2 

4 mk (417F; )2 

oo -m k 4(n-:O (2n+ I)! 
I (--) . . .· X 

n=l 4rr F
17 

(2n-2)!(2n-1)! [(2n)!] 2 · 

(11) 

417 F 17 2 i17 · 
x l fu [ ( --) e ] + !/J( 2 n-1) +tf, (2n) +2tf, (2n+l) -tf, (2n+2) I. 

flJ 

Here tf,(11) is the Euler· tf, -function, (mi 417 F)4
- 0.034. 

One can easily observe that apart from the small parameter 
(mk/417F17 )

4 all higher orders in (P-;;1 ) are very sup·.:. 
pressed due to three r -functions in the denominator. 
Therefore, the main contribution to fs comes from: the 
lowest order in F-1 , i.e., from the two-pion diagram: 

17 

.. 

r 
~ 

f <2> I . = .0.2.w <217 ) • 
S m =0 

.(12) 
17 

The matrix elements corresponding to the loop diagrams 
with odd number of pion lines are expressed as follows: 

a2 oo m k 4n-2 2n +3 f L= _ __:_. __ I (--) -----------· X 
12 m (4 17 F 2 )2 n= I 417 F 

k . 17 17 f' (2n) f (2n+l) f'(2n+2) 

. 417F 2 i17 
X !fn[(.--17 ) e '] +f(2n)+tf,(2n+l) +tf,(2n+2)-1 I 

. mk 

From (13) we obtain for the three-pion diagram 

f ~) = 0.0017 w (217 ) < I% f <217 ) • 
s . 

(13) 

(14) 

Hence it is evident that the three-pion . contributions to 
the neutral-kaon mass difference can be neglected. The 
same concerns the diagrams with four and more pion 
lines. 

., '" 
5. The Linear Diagram Contribution 

In· addition to the two-piori loop diagrams, also that 
with one virtual pion can contribute significanlty to the 
mass difference tlm.This diagram, however, should be cal
culated together with that with one virtual r1 -meson. 
Because of that the masses of _K- and 11 -:mesons are al
most the same, the latter diagram possesses a resonance 
chai:-acter and one should. take the 71 meson into account 
in the given approximation. To pions loops the T/ -meson 
contributes much_ less essentially. as approximate· esUma
tes. indicate, and one_ may negiect ,its . consideration. 

The c~mtribution to Am from diagrams of the ab9ve
metnioned .type was calculated earlier by various authors 
(se·e, e.g., ref. /IO/ ),Within the framework of SU(3) octet 
scheme the contribution_ from the sum of these diagrams 

. - .. 
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is found to be proportional to the quantity (4m 2-3 m2 -m;) 
which equals zero if the first order of Gell-Mann-8kubo 
mass · formula is used. If one employs the relation of 
vertices: 

v'3f K =f K o (15) 
L71 L 7T 

which follows from SU (3) theory, and for the masses the 
experimental values are taken, then one gets the follow
ing contribution to Lim from the linear diagrams: 

Am ~-0 3 (277) 
(770,T/) . ' W (16) 

This diminishes more than twice the value of t.m ob
tained only with the account of two-pion diagram "(formula 
(10)). Nevertheless, it is well known that the SU(3) octet 
scheme holds but approximately. At. the same time it 
suffices to change only slightly the relation of coupling 
constants f K 11 and f K 

77
0 , e.g., to take 

L L 

2f =cf . 
K1;/ K1,77o 

(17) 

in order to achieve good agreement with experimental 
data on Am within our approach. Relation (17) does not 
contradict that accuracy within which the SU(3) scheme 
corresponds to experim_ental data. 

6. Conclusion 

The calculations performed show that the K 1.-, Ks -
meson mass difference is mainly defined by the linear 

· and two-pion diagrams. The contributions from diagrams 
with more pions are negligibly small. As far as K -me
sons are nonstable particles the inass difference :\ m 
should be a complex quantity. In this sense the account 
of two-pion diagrams is of fundamental importance. 

Even the account of only two-pion diagram provides 
the correct value and correct sign · for \ ir. • As to .the 
linear diagrams one can only say that their account most 
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probably results in diminishing of the value of Llm cal
culated with the two-pion diagrams. The presently exist
ing approximate · theoretical schemes and experimental 
data do not allow one to estimate with required accuracy 
the value:· of . t'ota.(~c·ontribQtiOn' from }irlear. jiiagrams. 

In conclusion the authors express their gratitude to 
Prof. D.•I.Blokhintzey. for: his· regular interest in work 
and-~ to: brs.· 1S:M·.:sflenk}, S.B.Gerasimov,C E''.A.Ivariov, 

. .. Y,LOgiev~tsky an.d D.N'.Yaluev. for fruitful ~Ul:>cussions. 
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